Past Continuous Questions:

Make past continuous ‘yes / no’ questions:

When you arrived at the party...

1. (Alan / dance?)

2. (Susie / drink gin?)

3. (John and Ann / sing?)

4. (Luke / talk to the girls?)

5. (Jodie / put on make up?)

6. (we / cook?)

7. (Jane / play guitar?)

8. (David / read a book?)

9. (Francis / sit in the corner?)

10. (everybody / have fun?)
Make past continuous ‘wh’ questions:

When I saw you and Lucy last night...

11. (where / you / go?)

__________________________________________

12. (what / you / do?)

__________________________________________

13. (who / you / meet?)

__________________________________________

14. (what / Lucy / wear?)

__________________________________________

15. (what / you / eat?)

__________________________________________

16. (what / you / drink?)

__________________________________________

17. (why / Lucy / smoke?)

__________________________________________

18. (who / you / talk to?)

__________________________________________

19. (what / you / carry?)

__________________________________________

20. (how / Lucy / feel?)

__________________________________________
Answers:

When you arrived at the party...

21. Was Alan dancing?
22. Was Susie drinking gin?
23. John and Ann singing?
24. Was Luke talking to the girls?
25. Was Jodie putting on make up?
26. Were we cooking?
27. Was Jane playing guitar?
28. Were David and George reading?
29. Was Francis sitting in the corner?
30. Was everybody having fun?

When I saw you and Lucy last night...

31. Where were you going?
32. What were you doing?
33. Who were you meeting?
34. What was Lucy wearing?
35. What were you eating?
36. What were you drinking?
37. Why was Lucy smoking?
38. Who were you talking to?
39. What were you carrying?
40. How was Lucy feeling?